CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON 23 . D.C.
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MEMORANDUM FORT

Mr . J. Iwe Rankin
General Counsel
President's Conant-ton on the
Assassination of President Kennedy

SUSJECTi

Policy and Criteria for Dissemination
of Information to the Secret Services
Recommendations of the Central
Intelligence Agency Relative to Presidential
Protection

1. I refer to your memorandum of 16 March 1964, requesting
any information an CIA policy and criteria relative to the dissemination of information to the matter of Presidential protection .
2. The formal regulations and established policies of this
Agency provide for maintenance of liaison with other U .S . Govern.
mead agencies on security, counterintelligence and other matters
falling within their specific responsibilities . CIA liaison channels
exist with the Secret Service . Intelligence on threats to the
Presidential and Vice-Presidential households, whether of foreign
or domestic origin . as wall as data on t;te counterfeiting of United
''_tates currency, is promptly passed to the Secret Service when
"calved.
3. Since 1955 . the CIA has boon cooperating very closely
with the Secret Service when U.S . Presidents travel to foreign
countries. In June 1963, the CIA thoroughly reviewed and for
malized its procedures with respect to furnishing intelligence
support is the President on his trips abroad and providing briefings
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and other aasietance to the Secret Service. Provision was made at
that time for the elaboration of intelligence requirements and dally
dissemination of all intelligence bearing on Presidential trips,
including the President's physical security, to the Secret Service
and other agencies concerned.

protection of the President in the future . On 24 December 1963,
CLA initiated correspondence with the Secret Service on electronic
a.ta processing, and offered to provide data on the machine records
program that has boon developed for this Agency . We are presently
to eomMURIcatlon with the Secret Service on this matter .

4. Because of its strict concern with overseas activity,
CIA is most likely to obtain information on threats to the
President's safety while travelling abroad, or data on plots
against his physical well-being that axe planned abroad for
execution outside the United States . On "cast= . however . CIA
sources have provided intelligence on plans, originating abroad,
that allegedly were to be carried out in the United States . Such
reports have been immediately disseminated to the Secret Service.

Richard Hel ms
Deputy Director for Plans

S. With regard to your request for recommendations on
the matter of Presidential protection to the future, we submit
comments only on those areas that relate directly to this Agency's
Jurisdiction . A check with the CIA component responsible for dissem .
iation of CIA intelligence information to other agencies reveals that
the Secret Service has filed no formal requirements for intelligence
information. Formal requirements held on file for its parent organs .
nation, the Treasury Department, include requests for information on
United States currency and the counterfeiting thereof, and the smuggling
of any items readily convertible into cash . These Treasury requirements
do not include a request for information dealing with the personal
security of the President. As noted above, however. the CIA has
been furnishing the Secret Service with this type of information as
It comes to our attention .
6 . CIA does not have detailed knowledge of Secret Service
procedures for the processing of fncoming intelligence . This Agency
has come to appreciate, however . that prompt processing, review
and distribution of information received, is a function that can be
efficiently performed only by a unit charged with that rosponsiblllty
within the action component.
7. Finally, as you know, the Commission has been briefed
on the application of CIA's experience in electronic data processing
may
to the type of problem the Secret Service
face in planning the
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